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Task 1 Model

Task 2 Model

Task 3 Model

Task 1 Output

Task 2 Output

Task 3 Output

User representation for task 1

User representation for task 2

User representation for task 3

Research Background Problems on User Modeling

• Inefficient: “Create” and “Train” new models for each new task
• Loss of positive transfer: disregard inter-task relationships and hinder potential positive transfer

<Example of model operation for each task>
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Research Objective: Solve various tasks through a Universal user representation
Maintain competitive performance across tasks using single universal user representation

Task 2 Output

Model

Universal User Representation

Task 3 Output

Task 1 OutputTask 4 Output

Research Background Problems on User Modeling

<Research Objective>

• Inefficient: “Create” and “Train” new models for each new task
• Loss of positive transfer: disregard inter-task relationships and hinder potential positive transfer
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Universal User Representation
Universal User Representation?

• A single user representation that can be utilized for various tasks
• Universal user representation should contain “general” and “representative” information 

that can perform well in various tasks

Age?

Community?

User representation
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Multi-task Learning (MTL)Transfer Learning (TL)

model model

Phase 1 Phase 2

Data Data

model

Data

Universal User Representation Previous Works

Universal User Representation?

• A single user representation that can be utilized for various tasks
• Universal user representation should contain “general” and “representative” information 

that can perform well in various tasks

Previous studies have been focused on Transfer Learning / Multi-task Learning
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Transfer Learning (TL)

model model

Phase 1 Phase 2

Data Data

Universal User Representation Previous approaches

Only applicable when a pair of tasks (source and target) is given
à Different models are required for each (target) task
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Multi-task Learning (MTL)

Transfer Learning (TL)

model model

Phase 1 Phase 2

Data Data

model

Data

Requires all the tasks and their associated data to be available in 
advance
à The model should be retrained with all the data across tasks 
to train new service (task)

Universal User Representation Previous approaches

Only applicable when a pair of tasks (source and target) is given
à Different models are required for each (target) task
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Multi-task Learning (MTL)

Transfer Learning (TL)

model model

Phase 1 Phase 2

Data Data

model

Data

Only applicable when a pair of tasks (source and target) is given
à Different models are required for each (target) task

Requires all the tasks and their associated data to be available in 
advance
à The model should be retrained with all the data across tasks 
to train new service (task)

Prompting the need for a new learning approach

Both learning methods necessitate Large Scale Datasets to exist simultaneously
In domains with continuous influx of new users and launching of new services, TL & MTL may not be suitable

Universal User Representation Previous approaches
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Continual Learning
Continual Learning?

The method of sequentially learning new knowledge in a single model while handling multiple tasks.
The key aspect here is to maintain the knowledge acquired from previous tasks!

General Machine Learning
In traditional Machine Learning, it assumes i.i.d. samples 
from a fixed data distribution.
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Continual Learning
Non i.i.d. stream
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Continual Learning
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Continual Learning
Continual Learning?

The method of sequentially learning new knowledge in a single model while handling multiple tasks.
The key aspect here is to maintain the knowledge acquired from previous tasks!

General Machine Learning
In traditional Machine Learning, it assumes i.i.d. samples 
from a fixed data distribution.

Continual Learning
Non i.i.d. stream

End End EndEnd Train

??
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Continual Learning

Continual Learning
Non i.i.d. stream

End End EndEnd Train

??

Ø Task-incremental Learning
• Inference is performed for a specific task under the 

context of knowing the task to be executed

Ø Domain-incremental Learning
• All tasks have the same labels, but different input 

domains

Ø Class-incremental Learning
• Inference is conducted simultaneously for all learned 

tasks
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Continual Learning

Continual Learning
Non i.i.d. stream

End End EndEnd Train

??

Ø Task-incremental Learning
• Inference is performed for a specific task under the 

context of knowing the task to be executed

Ø Domain-incremental Learning
• All tasks have the same labels, but different input 

domains

Ø Class-incremental Learning
• Inference is conducted simultaneously for all learned 

tasks

Ø Necessity of Continual Learning
• In domains with continuous influx of new users and 

launching of new services, continual learning
structure is suitable

• Task-incremental learning is applied in the user 
modeling process to accommodate the diverse
services available on online platforms
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Catastrophic Forgetting
When training a model in a Continual Setting, there is a situation where it becomes biased towards the 
recent data distribution

SHIN, Hanul, et al. Continual learning with deep generative replay. Advances in neural information processing systems, 2017, 30.
Zhu, Fei, et al. "Class-incremental learning via dual augmentation." Advances in Neural Information Processing Systems 34 (2021): 14306-14318.

Continual Learning Challenges

Positive Transfer
• Positive Forward Transfer

The knowledge learned from the previous task should be beneficial for the next task

• Positive Backward Transfer :
The knowledge learned from the next task should also be helpful for improving the performance of the 
previous task
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Backbone network: NextItNet

Example of Model Training Process

Key Idea: Parameter Isolation

When given a single model, assign specific parameters for each task

After training on a single task, select important parameters
→ Retrain and freeze only the important parameters for the next task's learning

Previous works: CONURE One Person, One Model, One World: Learning Continual User Representation without Forgetting
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<Parameter Isolation>

Limitations of the previous work:

Ø Limitation of the parameter isolation-based methodology:
• As tasks are sequentially learned, the number of parameters available for learning new 

tasks decreases and the performance of the model may degrade for tasks that come later 
in the sequence

• Once all parameters are used, it is no longer possible to learn additional tasks

• Since parameters from previous tasks are fixed, positive backward transfer does not occur

Previous works: CONURE One Person, One Model, One World: Learning Continual User Representation without Forgetting
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<Parameter Isolation>

Limitations of the previous work:

Ø Limitation of the parameter isolation-based methodology:
• As tasks are sequentially learned, the number of parameters available for learning new 

tasks decreases and the performance of the model may degrade for tasks that come later 
in the sequence

• Once all parameters are used, it is no longer possible to learn additional tasks

• Since parameters from previous tasks are fixed, positive backward transfer does not occur

Ø Limitation of not considering the relationship between tasks:
• There exist specific relationships between tasks, for example, positively 

related tasks and negatively related tasks

• By considering the relationships between tasks, positive transfer becomes
possible, and negative transfer can be prevented

• Existing work disregards task relationships, leading to their inability to 
capture potential performance improvements of the model

Age? Gender?

Book Recommendation Movie Recommendation

Age Prediction Gender Prediction

Previous works: CONURE One Person, One Model, One World: Learning Continual User Representation without Forgetting
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Motivation
Through the continual learning, train a single model capable of performing multiple sequence of tasks
By considering the relationships between tasks, we maximize positive transfer and minimize negative transfer

TERACON Task Relation-aware Continual User Representation Learning
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Motivation
Through the continual learning, train a single model capable of performing multiple sequence of tasks
By considering the relationships between tasks, we maximize positive transfer and minimize negative transfer

TERACON Task Relation-aware Continual User Representation Learning

Key Idea
Task Embedding-guided Relation-Aware CONtinual learning (TERACON)

Ø Task Embedding: Learn task-specific masks (Soft masking)
Ø Pseudo labeling: Prevent catastrophic forgetting
Ø Relation-aware Task-specific Mask: Capture the task relationships
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TERACON Task Relation-aware Continual User Representation Learning

Learning Task-specific Mask via Task Embedding
• Generate task embeddings (randomly initialized) for each layer of the model
• Generate Task masking using a positive scaling hyper-parameter (denote s) and a sigmoid function (𝜎)
• Perform element-wise multiplication of the mask with each output of the model's layers

𝑇!
𝜠"#$
%!

𝐹"(𝜠"#$
%! )

Task masking determines how much to amplify or reduce the layer output at each position (soft masking)
à This allows identification of important output for specific tasks

Serra, Joan, et al. "Overcoming catastrophic forgetting with hard attention to the task." International conference on machine learning. PMLR, 2018.

Figure from Serra, Joan, et al.
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Relation-aware Task-specific Mask

TERACON Task Relation-aware Continual User Representation Learning

tanh(s ∗ 𝒆!
"")

tanh(s ∗ 𝒆!
"#)

tanh(s ∗ 𝒆!
""$#)

• To capture the task relation, TERACON aggregate the information
from the past tasks and the current task

• Using 1-layer MLP 𝑓!
"! , create relation-aware task-specific mask

• 𝑓!
"! is used to learn how to amplify or diminish the information 

from a specific task while training the current task
àLearn to use only the information from tasks that provide 
positive transfer to the current task
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Overcoming Catastrophic Forgetting via Knowledge Retention

TERACON Task Relation-aware Continual User Representation Learning

• If the previous task has been adequately learned, it is possible to 
generate pseudo-labels for previous task using current task's input
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Overcoming Catastrophic Forgetting via Knowledge Retention

TERACON Task Relation-aware Continual User Representation Learning

• If the previous task has been adequately learned, it is possible to 
generate pseudo-labels for previous task using current task's input

• E.g.,
Past Task: Learn the age of users A, B, C
Current Task: Predict the gender of users C, D, E
current input (users C, D, E) à Generates pseudo-labels for the ages of C, D, E 
Ø By training on these pseudo-labels, it is possible to retain the age information 

for C and learn the age information of D, E

• By training on pseudo-labels, the knowledge from past tasks can be 
preserved
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Overcoming Catastrophic Forgetting via Knowledge Retention

TERACON Task Relation-aware Continual User Representation Learning

• If the previous task has been adequately learned, it is possible to 
generate pseudo-labels for previous task using current task's input

• E.g.,
Past Task: Learn the age of users A, B, C
Current Task: Predict the gender of users C, D, E
current input (users C, D, E) à Generates pseudo-labels for the ages of C, D, E 
Ø By training on these pseudo-labels, it is possible to retain the age information 

for C and learn the age information of D, E

• By training on pseudo-labels, the knowledge from past tasks can be 
preserved
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Relation-aware User Sampling Strategy

TERACON Task Relation-aware Continual User Representation Learning

• Using the entire input to create pseudo-labels is inefficient
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Relation-aware User Sampling Strategy

TERACON Task Relation-aware Continual User Representation Learning

• Using the entire input to create pseudo-labels is inefficient

• Therefore, create pseudo-labels using only a portion of the input
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Relation-aware User Sampling Strategy

TERACON Task Relation-aware Continual User Representation Learning

• Using the entire input to create pseudo-labels is inefficient

• Therefore, create pseudo-labels using only a portion of the input

• Idea: in continual learning, positive transfer exists
àTask with positive transfer (similar task):

knowledge retention can be achieved with fewer samples
àTask with negative transfer (dissimilar task):

more samples are required to retain knowledge and prevent 
catastrophic forgetting

𝒎"
#!: mask of current task (𝑇$)

#𝒎"
#": mask of 𝑇% prior to training 𝑇$
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Relation-aware User Sampling Strategy

TERACON Task Relation-aware Continual User Representation Learning

• Using the entire input to create pseudo-labels is inefficient

• Therefore, create pseudo-labels using only a portion of the input

• Idea: in continual learning, positive transfer exists
àTask with positive transfer (similar task):

knowledge retention can be achieved with fewer samples
àTask with negative transfer (dissimilar task):

more samples are required to retain knowledge and prevent 
catastrophic forgetting

𝒎"
#!: mask of current task (𝑇$)

#𝒎"
#": mask of 𝑇% prior to training 𝑇$
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Datasets & Tasks Descriptions

Conduct diverse tasks using the user's previous search history 
Search history holds the most comprehensive information about the user à Generates a meaningful Universal user presentation

TERACON Experiments

Tencent TL (TTL) dataset

ML (Movie Lens) dataset

Profile Prediction 

𝑇& à (userID, recent 100 news & video on QQ browser platform)
𝑇' à (userID,  one of clicking interactions on the Kandian platform)
𝑇( à (userID,  one of thumb-up interactions on the Kandian platform)
𝑇) à (userID,  age)
𝑇* à (userID,  gender)
𝑇+ à (userID,  Life status categories)

Item Recommendation

Sequential Recommendation

𝑇& à (userID, recent 30 clicking interactions)
𝑇' à (userID,  an item that is rated higher than 4)
𝑇( à (userID, one of 5-star items)

Sequential Recommendation

Item Recommendation

NAVER Shopping dataset
𝑇& à (userID, recent 60 search queries in NAVER browser platform)
𝑇' à (userID,  next five search queries after 𝑇& in NAVER browser platform)
𝑇( à (userID,  minor categories of user-purchased items in NAVER shopping platform)
𝑇) à (userID,  major categories of user-purchased items in NAVER shopping platform)
𝑇* à (userID,  gender)
𝑇+ à (userID,  age)

Sequential Learning

Item Recommendation

Profile Prediction 
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Overall Performance

Transfer Learning (𝑇& à 𝑇,)

Multi-task Learning

Trains a single model for each task from scratch

Continual Learning

Observations

Ø Positive transfer occurs between tasks (SinMo vs. others)
SinMo means single model à Learns tasks separately ( # of model = # of tasks)

Ø Continual learning-based methods perform better than other universal user representation method

Ø TERACON outperforms the continual learning-based approaches
à Modeling the relationship between tasks is crucial

TERACON Experiments

Model performance
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Observations

Ø CONURE is a parameter isolation-based method that prevents Catastrophic forgetting even when learning a new task

Ø TERACON exhibits Positive Backward Transfer
àBecause TERACON allows the entire model parameters to be modified during the entire training sequence, enabling the knowledge

obtained from the new tasks to be transferred to the previous tasks

Ø TERACON is robust to the change of task orders
à Sequence of tasks cannot be arbitrarily determined in the real world, highlighting the importance of robustness on task order
àThe change of task order significantly deteriorates the performance of CONURE (parameter isolation-based method)
àTERACON considers task relationships, is not parameter isolation-based method à Robust on the task order

TERACON Experiments

Reversed task sequence experiment

BWT: Backward Transfer
FWT: Forward Transfer

Overall Performance
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Observations

Ø TERACON is robust to the negative transfer
à Automatically disregard the information from the noisy task
à The task-specific masks of task T’ learned by TERACON exhibit 

low similarity with that of other tasks

TERACON Experiments

Performance degradation ratio after training on a noisy task

Overall Performance

Noisy task: randomly sample 50% of users and generate a random label of 50 classes for each user 

Task embedding Heatmap
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Propose a continual learning-based universal user representation method

Considers the relationships between tasks to induce positive transfer and prevent catastrophic forgetting

Conclusion

Extensive experiments show
Ø Occurrence of positive backward transfer
Ø Improvement of performance of universal user representation
Ø Robustness on task order and negative transfer
Ø Analysis on task embedding and negative related tasks

Key Idea
Ø Task Embedding: Learn task-specific masks (Soft masking)
Ø Pseudo labeling: Prevent catastrophic forgetting
Ø Relation-aware Task-specific Mask: Capture the task relationships
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Thank you!

[Full Paper] https://arxiv.org/abs/2306.01792

[Source Code] https://github.com/Sein-Kim/TERACON

[Lab Homepage] http://dsail.kaist.ac.kr

[Email] rlatpdlsgns@kaist.ac.kr

Paper Code
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TERACON is efficient learner

Observations

Compared to the existing models, TERACON converges in fewer epochs
à TERACON provides a better initial point for new tasks

TERACON Experiments

User sampling

Model Convergence

Observations

By sampling users while considering the relationship between tasks, 
TERACON can achieve both efficiency and performance


